
Learning centre Lesson 

• You need to answer each question. Follow on from the sentence 
starters. 

• Anything you research must be put into your own words DO NOT 
COPY AND PASTE FROM THE INTERNET!

• Once you have completed all the tasks you need to save your work 
with your name 



Individually! Which image is the odd one out, why?
Ext - How are the others connected?

The odd one out is….
because…



Are we matter or do we matter?
• Lesson Focus: To understand the role and responsibilities of humanity 

considering religious perspectives. 

4 What is meant by ‘is everything connected’?

5 What are the two main arguments about whether everything is 
connected?

6 Summarise the argument explaining why everything is connected, you 
must include an example?

7+ ‘the only connection in life is the one we make to each other’ 



Remember this will become our 
debate topic, so try to justify your 

points.

Formulate your own timeline of connections.  

Do you 
think you 

know what 
the 

connection 
is?

Now create your own timeline using 
both images and explanations.



What would happen if people believed 
they were insignificant, why?

If they didn’t 
matter in their 

jobs? 

If they didn’t 
matter to their 
family/friends? 

If they didn’t 
matter to the 
environment? 

EXT – What does religion teach about human significance?



‘Are we matter or do we matter’

Some people may agree with this statement because…

An example that supports this statement is…

However on the other hand… 

Which teaches…

The strongest argument is… because…

Can you do two of 
these paragraphs?
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4 What is meant by ‘is everything connected’?
‘Is everything connected?’ discusses the relationship between…

5 What are two main arguments about whether everything is connected?
An argument for everything being connected is…
An argument that challenges that is…

6 Summarise the argument explaining why everything is connected, you must 
include an example?
The reason people argue everything is connected is because…. 
An example to support this argument would be…

7+ ‘the only connection in life is the one we make to each other’ 
Some would agree with this statement arguing that….
Others would disagree with this statement, challenging…

Is Everything Connected?
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